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Across Down 
    

1 Ultimate state of universe glimpsed in beatific 1 Collection of literary works originally published  

 vision or Umm Kulthum concert  separately reprinted together in a single volume;  

7 Celebrated US actor of early sound era born  horse-drawn public transportation in Victorian 

 Frederich Meshilem Meier Weisenfreund  era and basis of expression from English law 

 known for powerful performances as gangster   “a man on the Clapham …” indicating a 

 Antonio “Tony” Camonte in Scarface and  hypothetical ordinary, reasonable person and 

 wrongfully convicted prisoner in harrowing   how they may be reasonably expected to think 

 1932 social protest film I Am a Fugitive from  2 German experimental musician from 70s with  

 a Chain Gang by Mervyn LeRoy memorable  cool punk name (1, 1, 5) 

 for haunting ending (“Can’t you tell me where 3 State of lethargic, world-weary disappointment 

 you’re going? Will you write? Do you need  when everything seems stale and meaningless 

 any money? How do you live?” “I steal”)  associated with existentialists and beatniks 

8 Antonio Camonte or Arthur Calwell (initials) 4 Nil interest (initials) 

9 The … 2018 horror film about demonic entity 5 Gritty Chicano rapper known for celebration of  

 reawakened in Transylvanian monastery (by  gang life in Nipomo, Southern California with 

 WW2 bombing dislodging rift in catacomb   amusing YouTube comments such as “What a 

 sealed by Christian knights with vial of blood  respectable group of wonderful people. I’m sure 

 of Christ in Dark Ages) with extremely scary   they’re fantastic members of the community and 

 poster  contributing a lot to society” and “What a sweet 

10 Inspirational US president known for fireside  girl. She has a bright future ahead of her. She 

 chats and saying “The only thing we have to  seems so considerate and kind. Wow, something 

 fear is fear itself” at inaugural address after   you don’t see much these days. She’d make a  

 landslide victory of 1933  great mother and wife. Wish her the best” etc. 

11 Where were Terah, Abram and Lot when  6 Greatly loved US musician know for The Ballad  

 G-d gave them Canaan? (2, 2)  of Jed Clampett and unusual name 

13 Gloria Unger (initials) 12 “Wer, wenn ich schriee, hörte mich denn aus der  

14 Nonsense word invented by Lewis Carroll  Engel Ordnungen?” Celebrated Austrian poet  

 (not slithy) (or toves) (or mimsy borogroves)  known for famous opening line heard as voice in  

16 Eq…s, vac...m, contin…m, Weltanscha…ng  howling wind during solitary walk (but I do not  

 etc.  see myself in him) (WARNING Cryptic) 

17 Transformational musical instrument seminal 15 Biblical patriarch (and nephew of Abraham)  

 in evolution of EDM and music of post-punk   known for offering virgin daughters to men of 

 era such as Human League, The Normal and   Sodom (in place of visiting angels whom they  

 Essendon Airport  wanted to “know”) (also impregnating daughters  

18 Jewish villages of eastern Europe  while drunk in Levitical slur against hated 

   nations of Moab and Ammon) 
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